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GEFCO SELECT EE117
Interactive Fountain
Action Sensor
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DESCRIPTION

The GEFCO Select #EE117-Series Interactive Fountain
Action Sensor is used on interactive or participatory
fountains to initiate a sequence of actions to be executed by
the fountain controller when activated.

This sensor can be mounted in locations such as actions
stations or inbedded in decorative fountain statues such as
animal statues. When a child/person finds the area where
the sensor is located (such as maybe behind an animal's
ear) the fountain will execute the sequences associated with
the input from that sensor. Another area the sensor can be
mounted is in the illustrated action station

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

* GEFCO Select #EE117 Interactive Fountain
   Action Sensor:
- NEMA 1 construction.
- equipped with:
- 6 ft. of #22AWG 4 conductor cable.
- 10-20VDC operation.
- N.C. NPN output, 100mA limit.
- M20 male thread mounting.
- integral LED for activation indication.
- sensitivity adjustment trim pot.

OPTIONS:

*GEFCO #EE117-1   Action Station with:

- 4-1/8" dia. copper or SST pipe (specify), XX" long (specify).
- 6" Square submersible bronze junction box, U.L. Listed.
- PVC dome cover, threaded fro sensor mounting.

Replacement Parts:

Sensor: NONE

Action Station:
-A   junction box gasket.
-B   SST junction box cover screws.
-C   4" PVC cover dome.

IMPORTANT

The designers, installers and end users utilizing the
electrical equipment described herein assume full
responsibility for the compliance with the N.E.C and it’s
applicable articles, intents and  consequences. Where
the manufacturer  and/or the supplier of the electrical
equipment described herein does not control the
application or usage, he assumes no responsibility
whatsoever for any consequences arising out of the
application, installation and/or usage of this or any other
equipment and/or materials

Georgia Fountain Company, Inc.
TM

IMPORTANT
Dimensions and/or Materials
subject to change without notice

ACTION STATION EXAMPLE ONLY
DO NOT DUPLICATE.


